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The importance of expectations in sociotechnical transitions is widely recognized. However, there are many competing transition paths and even more competing visions and expectations, while only a limited of number of paths can be supported. In the literature so far, not much attention has been paid to the actual assessment of expectations and their role in the selection of promising technologies; what makes one expectation more credible than another and, furthermore, who voices the expectations and who assesses them?

The divide between enactors, those that develop and advocate a certain technological option, and selectors, those that choose to support one or more of the proposed options, can help our understanding of expectations assessment. However, in practice it is not always clearly delineated who the enactors and selectors actually are and how they perform their ‘expectations work’.
In our paper we hypothesize enaction and selection of emerging technologies as roles that an actor may perform simultaneously, rather than as fixed positions for specific actors. That is, in an emerging sociotechnical system, an actor can be a selector for a specific component and at the same time be an enactor for a subsystem or the emerging system as a whole. From this hierarchical framing we investigate what constitutes credible expectations from both the enactor’s as well as the selector’s perspective. For that purpose a case study was performed on the US Department of Energy’s (DOE) Hydrogen Program. The program takes a central position in the development of hydrogen technologies for vehicular applications. The case study is based on DOE documents, observations during meetings, meeting minutes, and interviews with DOE staff members.

We found that the credibility of expectations is assessed in three ways. First, the DOE Hydrogen Program acts as a selector for specific technological options such as for hydrogen production, storage and end use. The selection of technologies that remain in the program’s R&D portfolio is done on the basis of specific targets that the technologies should be able to meet in the future. Developers of such technologies need to convince the DOE that ‘their’ option is capable of doing so, based on current performance and ability to progress further to meet the targets.

Second, in its role as enactor of the hydrogen vision, the Hydrogen Program staff and its advisory committee HTAC continue to stress the future potential of hydrogen technologies in general. Especially since the passing of the hype, the vision is in need of repair and this requires renewed expectations work that counters recent disappointments. The expectations that are voiced are based on actual technological achievements, and the lack thereof for competing options, as well as strategic considerations with regard to choices made in other countries and industries.

Third, the roles of enactor and selector are very much interrelated. A credible vision builds on positively selected promising technologies. Increased pressure on the hydrogen vision has resulted in more stringent selection of enabling technologies based on their growth potential and the ‘losers’ are dropped from the vision’s portfolio.


